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Of the many factors which affect
the production of a per(ect negative-one has been consistently
neglected, is little understood,
yet may have a considerable
effect upon your negative. This
factor is agitation .
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This is the set-up we used to test the effects of agitation
upon negative development. The background is composed of P RACTICAL PHOTOGRAPHY Grey Cards with a
reflectance of 18 per cent, used to give an even mid-grey.
On the diagram above this is marked as area C. Area A
is a black ivy leaf with an extremely low reflectance due
to its matt surface, and was used as a "maximum black"
area. The white figurine had a very high degree of
reflectance, and served for area D and area B. D showed
acutance with the outline of the white profile against midgrey, and also grain characteristics, and area B was
chosen for the highlight detai l. Once this set-up was put
into position and lit by three 150 watt lamps, all exposures
were made at the one session.
Practical Photography,

Do YOU BELIEVE that the way in which
a fi lm is agitated during development,
and the degree of agitation it receives,
has a pronounced effect upon acutance,
granularity, contrast, density, tonal
range, and evenness of development?
Until recently, the above question
was arguable.
Nobody had really
investigated the effect of agitation,
and what little was known was based
more upon heresay, and often inaccurate
conclusions, than upon fact.
So we found out for you.

What we did
To find out the exact effect of
agitation upon development, it was
necessary to standardise every other
factor involved in negative production.

recommended time at the reconm1ended
temperat ure. We chose a static subject
which wo uld illustrate all the points of
importance. We standardised the lighting, used a very rigid tripod, a camera
which cou ld be reloaded easily without
removing it from the tripod, and
exposed our first batch of 19 films at
the one session.

The subject
We chose a background of neutral
grey card with a reflectance of 18 per
cent, so that our negative would have
a large area of mid-grey which could
be used to check density variations from
edge to edge. We used a black ivyleaf design which would give an area
ideal for checking shadow detail and
density, and we also used a white
figurine from which we could obtain
highlight densities, grain characteristics,
and acutance. The three subjectsblack, grey, and white, provided an
excellent basis for contrast comparisons.
Setting these objects on a firm support, we lit them with three 150-watt
lamps in I I in. reflectors, one of which
provided a degree of back lighting,
and, using a Weston Master III meter
for exposure estimation, we based our
readings on the shadow areas of the
white figurine, so that optimum exposure would be given for the figurine
itself. This was done so that grain
characteristics and acutance would be
most readily observable.

Controlled conditions

This is the lighting set-up we used. Three
150-watt lamps in 11 in. reflectors were
placed as shown, the main light coming from
45 deg. to the left 3 ft. away from the camera
and at camera height (3 ft.) a fill -in was
placed near to the camera, 4 ft . from the
subject,again at camera height (3ft.) and a top
light together with a degree of backlighting
was provided by the third lamp 2 ft . away
from the subject, and 5 ft. high. Once this
set-up had been established, every reel offilm
used in these tests was shot at the one session,
to reduce to zero variables caused by lighting.

It was also necessary to use the three
basic types of film, slow film, mediumspeed .film, and high-speed film, to
find out whether or not different
types of emulsion reacted in different
ways.
For the slow speed film, we used
Kodak Panatomic X, for the mediumspeed film, we used Kodak Verichrome
Pan, and for the high-speed film, we
used Kodak Royal X. Each film was
rated at the PRACTICAL PHOTOGRAPHY
film speed index, each film was developed in the developer recommended by
the manufacturers of the film, for the
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We then exposed our three batches
of film, using a Mamiyaflex twin-lens
reflex, firmly secured to a sturdy tripod,
ensuring that it did not move between
exposures or when changing films. At
the one session we exposed six rolls
of Kodak Panatomic X, rating the film
at 100 ASA, six rolls of Kodak Verichrome Pan rated at 200 ASA, and
six rolls of Kodak Royal X rated at 1600
ASA. The first three rolls of each batch
were then developed in the recommended developer varying nothing
accept the degree of agitation, and the
second batch of three were similarly
developed, but this time also varying
the time of development an estimated
amount to allow for the effect we
expected due to the varying degree of
agitation. We also exposed one further
roll of film, Kodak Verichrome Pan,
at the same rating, developing for the
same time, but this time using invertion
agitation.
The data from this series of tests was
measured with two densitometers. This
provided a check against inaccurate
readings, the possibility of an inaccurate
instrument, (a consistent inaccuracy
would have had little effect upon our
findings, but an inconsistent inaccuracy
would have been fatal). We used a

This is the Eel densitometer in use, checking
negative densities, the only way to obtain a
scientific evaluation of minute differences.

Kodak densitometer, and an Eel densitometer, and found that the results
obtained from each instrument coincided very closely.

What we looked for
If you look at the photograph on the
opposite page with areas marked A, B,
C and D, you will see that area A was
the area used for shadow readings, area
B contained the brightest highlight
which we used for our highlight readings, area C was an area of even density
which we used for a mid-grey readings,
and area D was ideal for judging both
grain and acutance characteristics.
Densitometer readings taken from areas
A, B and C were used to evaluate the
precise effects of agitation, and enlarged
photographs from area D showed
clearly the effects of agitation upon
grain and acutance.

What agitation does
Because the type of tank we are
mainly concerned with is the darkroomloading spiral type, we will not confuse

This is the Kodak densitometer, which was
used in conjunction with an Eel densitometer
to take a check reading from negative areas
A, B, and C.
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The first batch of films from which readings
were taken to evaluate any differences
between negative I and 12 (as a check on
spiral type agitation) and for readings taken
of highlight areas, shadow areas, and midgrey areas.

the issue by talking of plate developing
tanks, apron-type developing tanks, or
other less usual types. When the film
is wound into the tank spiral, the
space between adjacent surfaces is only
about one-eighth-of-an-inch, which
means that the "bulk" of developing
solution in contact with the film is
relatively small. The spiral itself fits
fairly closely into the tank body, and
again, there is often less than oneeighth-of-an-inch between the sides of
the spiral and the sides of the tank.
Because there is so little developer in
contact with any given portion of the
film, it follows that where there are
highlights, the developer has to_ work

hard and soon becomes exhausted,
whereas the opposite is the case in the
shadow areas. The object of agitation is
to take the exhausted developer from
an area, and replace it with fresh
developer. Now although this seems
basically simple, in point of fact there
are snags. Because there is only one
way for the developer to change placesin other words, it can go round but
not usually up and down, complete and
thorough mixing is not easy to carry
out. The spiral is usually agitated by
rotating it, thus changing the relative
It
position of film and developer.
would seem to follow that the more
rapid and continuous the agitation,
the more rapid and continuous the
change of developing solution. But
this is not necessarily so. If you fill a
bowl of water, take a large wooden
spoon, and stir rapidly and vigorously
right round the edges with a continous
motion, you will find that at first the
spoon churns its way rapidly through
the water causing a considerable degree
of displacement. Very soon however
the water starts to go round the bowl
almost as quickly as the spoon, and
the relative displacement between the
two becomes very slight. The spoon
travels with the water- the water
travels with the spoon-and both go
round the side of the bowl, but there
is little movement between water and
spoon. This is what happens in your
developing tank with continuous agitation of the "rotating" type. You then

arrive at the curious position where
constant agitation can actually retard
development when compared with intermittent agitation.
Many years ago, hundreds of chemists
shops did their own D. and P. work,
and used large barrels of the beer
variety as their developing tanks. These
barrels would be filled with developer,
the films would be threaded together
on a rod, with a weight on the bottom
of each, and the whole thing dunked
into the tank and left. There would be
no agitation, yet neither would there
be any sign of uneven development.
Yet if no agitation at all is given to a
film in one of today's spiral tanks, you
most certainly will get uneven development. This is because the relatively
small bulk of developer between the
spirals of the film soon becomes exhausted in some parts and not in others.
Theoretically then it is obvious that
agitation must be sufficient to ensure
the complete change of developing
solution, yet not so vigorous and continous that it defeats its own purpose by
causing the developer to be carried
along with the film instead of being
displaced.

You have been told
You have always been told that an
increase in agitation was equivalent
to an increase of several degrees in the
temperature of the developer. You
have always been told that with a
spiral type of tank, and fairly vigorous
agitation, the negatives on the outside of
the spiral would be different to those on
the inside of the spiral. You were told
that because they travelled faster in the
developer, they would be more contrasty, more dense, and would have
grain characteristics different to the
negatives in the centre of the spiral.
To find out the truth about these
and other timeworn assertions, we
carried out the following series of tests.

I

KODAK PANATOMIG

x

I

Using our test subject, three rolls
of Kodak Panatomic X film were
exposed, and developed in Kodak
TABLE

A

Densitometer readings to determine the
effect or agitation on negative development.

On the left is a print from a roll of Panatomic X film which received no agitation. On the right
is a print from a roll of Kodak Panatomic X film which received constant agitation. It is obvious
that the negative which received no agitation has far higher acutance, softer contrast, and
slightly better grain characteristics than the negative which received constant agitation. Unfortunately, all the advantages of no agitation are completely offset by a considerable risk of
uneven development, and it is for this reason that we recommend intermittent agitation. It must
be remembered that the degree of enlargement above is equivalent to a picture approximately
30 in. square from a 2i; negative, greater than that normally required, but essential to show
the differences caused by agitation. It must be stressed that these differences are extremely
small, and in practice-apart from the bogey of uneven development, agitation has little
practical effect upon negative development.
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PANATOMIC X FILM
Constant agitation
Shadow
Highlight
Neg.
(b)
(a)
No.

I

12
I
12
I
12
I

I
I

I

I

Mid-Grey
(c)

1.29
.24
1.26
.23
Intermittent agitation
1.29
.25
.27
1.27
No agitation
.96
.22
1.02
.23

I
I

.59
.58

I

.58
.53

I

.48
.48
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High Definition developer for 13
minutes at 70 deg. F. The first film
was given no agitation, the second
intermittent agitation , and the third
continual agitation.
No agitation meant pouring the
developer into the tank as rapidly as
possible, banging it vigorously for a
few seconds, to dispel air bells," then
leaving it entirely alone. Intermittent
agitation meant giving about 20 seconds
brisk agitation to dispel air bells immediately after the solution had been
poured in, then 5 seconds fairly brisk
agitation every 2 minutes . Continued

Table on page 42 shows the relevant
parts of the detailed information we
obtained, and you can see that the
effective difference between negative
No. 12 in the centre of the spiral and
negative 1 on the outside of the spiral
is very small indeed. With no agitation
the difference was virtually nil, and so it
was with constant agitation, but with
intermittent agitation, the differences
though slight, were discernable in
area C- the medium density area.
Using area C to give an indication

for the other two films, but again the
discernable differences were between
films I and 2 and not between films I,
2 and 3. In nearly every practical
respect, film 3, the constant agitation
roll, was the same as film number 2.
The one important difference was in
acutance. This can be seen by illustration 2, where it is at once obvious that
the profile on the left, which received
no agitation whatsoever, has better acu-

These three enlargements(I 5 X )
are from Kodak
Verichrome Pan
negatives, the one
on the extreme
left having received no agitation, the one in
the centre having
received intermittent
agitation,
and the one on
the right having
received constant
agitation. From
left to right, you
can see ihat
shadow detail remains fairly constant, highlight
density increases,
and the mid-grey
density also tends
t o increase
slightly.
Acutance and contrast are marginally better on
the centre enlargement,
but
bearing thedegree
of enlargement in
mind, this composite
picture
offers convincing
proof that the
effects of agitation from nothing
to constant on a
film of this type
are minimal.

agitation means precisely what it saysthe spiral was agitated continuously
and fairly briskly with both clockwise,
anti-clockwise, and up and down
movements of the reel for the entire
13 minutes. The resultant negatives
were fixed , washed, and dried as usual,
then placed under the densitometer for
analysis.
July, 1962

of comparative density, it was at once
apparent that the density did in fact
increase fairly sharply from no agitation
to intermittent agitation, but then only
very little between intermittent and
constant. The same applied to highlight
areas, and to shadow areas.
The contrast ratio between shadows
and highlights in frame No. 1, the no
agitation strip, was certainly less than

tance, less grain, and a lowe'r degree
of contrast than the profile on the
right, which received constant agitation.

Conclusions
From this first comparison, we
formed the conclusion (which was later
substantiated) that with intermittent
agitation, there is no practical difference
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in contrast, density, grain or acutance,
between the negative nearest the centre
of the spiral and the negative on the
outside of the spiral.
It was also indicated that a film which
received no agitation would suffer
from uneven development, and this
certainly could not compensate for
the gain experienced in better acutance.
We also established that constant
agitation did little good; it increased
the contrast slightly, increased .the
density slightly (in each case, so slight
as to be negligible), but it did record a
definite drop in acutance, and a definite
increase in graininess.
With a thin emulsion film and a
high definition developer, we therefore
do not recommend no agitation, we
do not recommend constant agitation,
but we do recommend intermittent
agitation for the finest possible results,
it having been proved that differences
between negatives 1 and 12 are completely negligible.

1.55 for intermittent agitation, and 1.55
for constant agitation. In the latter
two rolls there was a difference of .01
between negatives l and 12, that is the
negative nearest the centre of the spiral
and the negative on the outside, which
for all practical purposes is completely
negligible. In the highlight areas, density
is increased slightly from no agitation
to intermittent agitation, then quite a
bit more on the roll that received
constant agitation.
When we say
" quite a lot more" this doesn't mean
that the difference is readily apparent
visually, but it certainly was on the
densitometer tests.
In the medium
density areas, values for no and intermittent agitation were approximately
the same, but again there was a slight
increase in density for the constant
agitation roll.
High magnification enlargements
from portions of negatives 1 and 12
from each roll that the intermittent
agitation roll had the higher acutance

by just a shade, but the grain characteristics hardly varied.

Conclusions
For the medium speed film, it is
quite evident that the degree of agitation
has little practical bearing on the
quality of the resultant negative. Constant agitation does tend to increase
the shadow/highlight contrast ratio, it
does tend to show decreased acutance,
but the grain size, except at extremely
high degrees of enlargement, is indistinguishable from that of films which
have received a great deal more or a
great deal less agitation.
Evidence of uneven development was
less than on the slow speed thin emulsion
film, being evident only at the edges of
the negative, but there was no discernable gain in any characteristic to
recommend no agitation in preference
to any other v<;triety of agitation.

KODAK VERICHROME
PAN
We chose Kodak Verichrome Pan
as our second test film because it is
of the type used by millions of people,
has a very wide exposure latitude, is
·good tempered even when badly developed, and can be truly styled a
'. 'work horse" variety. We rated it at
200 ASA, made our exposures in the
same way as for our first batch of
film- Kodak Panatomic X- and developed it in the recommended developer, D76, for the recommended
time and temperature, 8 min. at 68 deg.
F. As before, each roll was developed
for the same time atthe same temperature, the first being given no agitation,

TABLE

B

Densitometer readings t o determine the
effect of agitation on negative development

VERICHROME PAN FILM
Constant agitation
Shadow
Mid-Grey
Highlights
Neg.
No.
(a)
(b)
(c)

I

12
I
12
I

I

12
I

I

I

I

.16
.84
.IS
.80
Intermittent agitation
.16
.73
.15
.72
No agitation
.15
.70
.15
.69

.25
.23

I

I

.22
.20

I

I

.21
.20

the second intermittent agitation and
the third continous agitation. In each
roll, the shadow density remained at
approximately the same level, having
a mean density of 1.5 for no agitation,
.;.1

These l 5 x blow-ups
from Royal X negatives show, left to
right, constant agitation,intermittentagitalion, and no agitation.
This was the only film
we tested in which agitation really mattered.
The film , in conjunction
with
D.K.50
developer, gives its
optimum results with
continual
agitation.
Grain structure is
reasonable, acutance
is reasonable, and the
contrast is such as
makes an excellent
print on a normal grade
of bromide paper. Intermittent agitation
caused a distinct loss
of contrast, an apparent loss ofacutance,
but little apparent difference in grain size.
No agitation, on the
extreme right, produced a very flat
negative, and an overall impression of unsharpness.
This is
entirely due to the
extreme lack of contrast between midgrey, highlight, and
shadow areas, and produced a negative from
which an acceptable
print could not be
made. With this film
only, we endorse the
maker's recommendation of constant agitation with D.K.50.

Practical Ph.otography,

The roll of Verichrome Pan film
which was developed as recommended,
gave, marginally, the most satisfactory
negatives. Both grain and acutance
characteristics were satisfactory, the
contrast ratio was ideal for printing
on a medium grade of bromide paper,
and in each of the three test areas,
a, b, and c, the differences between
negatives 1 and 12 were visually
indistinguishable, and, even by densitometer tests, negligible.
We therefore recommend that intermittent agitation be given to this type
of film.

,___K_ODAK ROYALD
The last of the three films we used
to determine the effects of agitation
upon negative quality was Kodak
Royal X Pan- a high speed film which
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we rated at 1600 ASA, and developed
in the developer Kodak recommendKodak D.K. 50-for 5 min. at 68 deg. F .
with constant agitation. As with the
previous two types of film, a second
roll received intermittent agitation, and
a third roll no agitation.
This film did not behave in the same
way as the other two. It is a high speed
film with different built-in characteristics, and it is designed to be developed
with continual agitatiow incommhation
with D.K. 50. The negative so produced
was "beefy" with cbntrast a shade
higher then that normally termed
normal, with grain characteristics
neither better nor worse than that
normally associated with Royal X Pan,
and with fairly good acutance.
The roll that received intermittent
agitation when compared with the constant agitation roll was slightly lower in
high-light density, lower in the mid-grey
density, but approximately the same
for shadow density. In other words,

the contrast ratio had decreased sufficiently to be visually apparent.
Because of the decrease in contrast,
TABLE

c

Densitometer readings to determine the
effect of agitation on negative development

ROYAL X PAN
Constant agitati on

Neg.
No.

I

12
I
12
I

I

12
I

I

Shadow
(a)

I Highlights I Mid-Grey
(b)

.25
I .II
.24
1.16
Intermittent agitation
.24
.80
.25
.80
No agitation
.23
.71
· .23
.71

(c)

.33
.35

I

I

.28
.29

I

I

.27
.25

the grain structure appeared to be
fractionally finer, but actual tests
proved that this was not so. Acutance
was approximately the same, but once
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again the decrease in contrast between
shadows and highlights decreased
apparent sharpness.
The third roll of Royal X Pan which
was developed without any agitation
at all, was thoroughly unsatisfactory.
As in the previous two rolls, shadow
density was comparable (although in
fact it was a little less), highlight density
was less than in the roll that received
intermittent agitation, and very considerably less than the constant agitation
roll, with precisely the same remarks
applying to the area of medium density.
The overall contrast was definitely low,
in fact- far too low for any film of
this type. Whereas low contrast can
be tolerated, or can even be desirable
in slow, fine-grain films, it is usually

held theory, previously said to be a
fact, that because the film on the outside
of the spiral moves relatively faster than
the film on the inside of the spiral,
there must be noticeable differences.
The important word is "noticeable",
because in point of fact, no matter
what the type of agitation, the moment
it gets beyond a certain degree of
vigour, the solution travels with the
film instead of the film travelling
through the solution.
It must be
admitted that there are differences, but
the differences are more theoretical
than practical-if a sensitive instrument
like a densitometer cannot detect more
than a minute difference, it certainly
will have no effect at all upon the
resultant print.

exposed at the same time and on
the same subject as previous rolls, both
were developed in Kodak D.76 for the
recommended time of 8 min. at 68 deg.
F, the first roll was given intermittent
agitation, by the "twiddle" method,
and the second given intermittent
agitation by the inversion method. In
the latter case, we inverted the tank
twice every minute, each time tapping
the sides of the tank to dispel any
possible air bells.
The results were conclusive. Highlight density was precisely the same on
each roll of film, shadow densities
were the same, mid-grey densities were
the same, grain and acutance characteristics were the same, and even the
densitometer could not measure any

to be deprecated in films of the high
speed type.
One thing was constant for each of
the three rolls- the difference in density,
contrast, and acutance between negatives 1 and 12 :was negligible.

This is part of negative No. 2 on a roll of
Panatomic X film which was developed without any agitation whatsoever. Although the
remainder of the roll showed uneven development along the edges, this particular frame
showed clearly the disasterous things that can
happen when no agitation whatsoever is
given. It is true that this is unlikely to happen
every time, but as it is equally true that it
could happen every time, we do not recommend no agitation.

significant difference between negative
I and negative 12 on either roll.

Conclusions
For a high-speed film of the Royal
X type, agitation does have a definite
effect upon negative quality. The film
developer combination has been carefully chosen and gives optimum results
with continual agitation. Less agitation
has a progressive effect of flattening
contrast and decreasing apparent sharpness.
In other respects, our findings with
Royal X Pan were precisely the same
as for the other two films. No matter
what the degree of agitation, the
differences in contrast and density
between the first and the last negatives
on the roll, were completely negligible.
This finally disposes of the strongly
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So- the practical effect of agitation
upon film characteristics as distinct
from the theoretical fact- is very small
for low speed films, equally small for
medium-speed films, but noticeable
for high-speed films.

Inversion agitation
To see-just what differences existed
between the "~iddle" type of agi tation
and inversion flgitation, we used two
rolls of film, l odak Verichrome .pan,

Agitation doesn't matter
as much as you thought
In the past, there has been an awful
lot of fuss about inversion agitation,
and certainly- you lose nothing. But
just as certainly- in practice you don't
gain anything.
The one inescapable conclusion we
arrived at is that no agitation will
invariably cause uneven development to
a greater or lesser degree, and is definitely not recommended for any film under
any circumstances.
Finally-you won't go far wrong if
you just remember this-for Kodak
Royal X Pan- a super speed film-give
constant agitation exactly as recommended by the manufacturers- for all
other films-remember that the practical
effects of agitation are insignificant, so
standardise on intermittent agitation and
get top quality negatives.
Practical Photography,

